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Foolish kings, clever scholars, brave generals, and kindhearted princesses you ll find them all in the

rich and colorful history of China, and in the stories told by generation after generation of Chinese

people. For thousands of years, the people of China have been enthralled and entertained by

stories of real historical figures and events of the past, and have retold the stories until they have

become legendary. And the best part? They are all true.  Nineteen of the most important and

fascinating tales were translated from their original Chinese for this two-volume set of Chinese

Historical Stories. They represent the most entertaining, well-known, and historically significant

stories beloved by children and adults alike.  Volume 1 presents stories of kings and queens,

generals, battles, and courtiers from the Zhou Dynasty, when China was ruled by kings from 1046

BC to 221 BC. It was the period before the country was unified under a single emperor, when each

state schemed to become more powerful than its neighbor, leading to many exciting stories

populated by famous historical figures.  Volume 2 is full of tales from the China s Imperial period,

when Emperors ruled the unified nation, from 221 BC until 1911 AD. These two thousand years saw

many changes from both within the country and from the outside world, and these stories reflect the

many facets of Chinese life during times of war and times of prosperity and peace.  Join us on a

journey back three thousand years, and dive into a culture and history whose real-life stories are as

dazzling and enchanting as any fairy tale.
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Age Range: 10 - 13 years
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This second volume of Chinese History Stories presents over eight stories from the Imperial Era

from the Qin Dynasty era (221-207 BC) to the People's Republic of China (1949-present). Again,

middle elementary age readers are treated to beautifully illustrated beloved historical stories of

brave generals, marauding pirates, virtuous princesses, faithful martyrs, foolish statesmen, and wise

scholars and poets. These beloved historical stories convey a wealth of authentic detail and reflect

their status of international treasure troves of cultural history. The stories are exciting and

dangerous as well as fascinating. Opportunities to investigate special topics further are presented

between stories, labeled "Learn More" sections. "Stories from the Imperial Era" is a stunning

achievement, sure to enthrall readers age 9 and up.

China is a great country and these tales allow me to understand more of its history. I am an ESOL

teacher and have many Chinese students. These books allow my students to read their history in

English and allow me to understand their history better. The stories are also fun to read! Highly

recommended.

Interesting short stories with some historical notes to put them in context. This book is good for

supplementing a unit study on Ancient China.

From Han to Qing Dynasty, it tells different stories with detail about the great historical figures in

Chinese imperial history.

love it.
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